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Abstract
Dual-slope converters use time to perform analog-to-digital conversion but require
2N+1 clock cycles to achieve N bits of precision. We describe a novel algorithm that
also uses time to perform analog-to-digital conversion but requires 5N clock cycles to
achieve N bits of precision via a successive sub-ranging technique. The algorithm re-
quires one asynchronous comparator, two capacitors, one current source, and a state
machine. Amplification of two is achieved without the use of an explicit amplifier by
simply doing things twice in time. The use of alternating Voltage-to-Time and Time-
to-Voltage conversions provides natural error cancellation of comparator offset and
delay, 1/f noise, and switching charge-injection. The use of few components and an
efficient mechanism for amplification and error cancellation allow for energy-efficient
operation: In a 0.35 µm implementation, we were able to achieve 12 bits of DNL lim-
ited precision or 11 bits of thermal noise-limited precision at a sampling frequency of
31.25kHz with 75µW of total analog and digital power consumption. These numbers
yield a thermal noise-limited energy-efficiency of 1.17pJ per quantization level mak-
ing it one of the most energy-efficient converters to date in the 10 to 12 bit precision
range. This converter could be useful in low-power hearing aids after analog gain
control has been performed on a microphone front-end. An 8 bit audio version of
our converter in a 0.18µm process consumes 960nW and yields an energy-efficiency
of 0.12pJ per quantization level, perhaps the lowest ever reported. This converter
may be useful in biomedical and sensor-network applications where energy-efficiency
is paramount. Our algorithm has inherent advantages in time-to-digital conversion.
It can be generalized to easily digitize power-law functions of its input, and it can be
used in an interleaved architecture if higher speed is desired.
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Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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The ever-growing demand for ultra-low-power systems has pushed the world of analog
integrated circuit design to its limits. The world of analog-to-digital converters (ADC)
is no exception. Over-sampling converters are constantly benefiting from the smaller
feature sizes of new fabrication processes, and as a result, they are becoming more
energy-efficient. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for Nyquist-rate converters.
Energy efficiency has improved somewhat slowly over the past decade as they have
benefited from better processes as well [1]. A survey of over seventy A/D converters
published in the IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits reveals that ADCs have become
more energy-efficient over the years. Figure 1-1 shows a scatter plot of the Figure-of-
Merit (FOM) versus year of publication. The FOM , which is shown in (1.1), allows
one to compare data converters across different sampling speeds, fsamp, bit precision,





A higher count indicates a more energy-efficient converter. The solid red line fol-
lows the average FOM per year and indicates that converters are becoming more
energy-efficient every year. Some of the improvements in efficiency can be attributed
to better fabrication technologies. The market demand for energy-efficient convert-
ers has driven research into creating more efficient designs via circuit and topology
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Figure 1-1: We plotted the FOM versus year of publication for over 70 A/D converters
published in the IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits. The solid red line is an average of
the FOM for that year and indicates that it is increasing virtually every year since 2001.
innovations as well.
When it comes to time-based A/D converters such as dual-slope converters, there
have only been incremental improvements, and consequently, they have remained one
of the least efficient designs. The novel time-based algorithm described in this thesis
improves the efficiency of time-based A/D conversion from having a conversion time
that scales exponentially in bit precision to scaling linearly. Our algorithm yields very
energy-efficient designs. Before we describe this algorithm, we will first describe how
dual-slope converters are built briefly in the introduction.
The organization of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2, we review prior work
on energy-efficient A/D architectures. In Chapter 3, we describe our algorithm. In
Chapter 4, we discuss circuits and data from a thermal-noise-limited 12 bit implemen-
tation of our algorithm that achieves an FOM of ≈ 1012. In Chapter 5, we describe
a sub-microwatt 8 bit audio version that achieves an FOM near 1013 which may be
the most energy-efficient converter ever reported to date. In Chapter 6, we conclude
with possible applications and extensions of our work.
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1.1 Dual-Slope A/D Converters
One of the first published documents on dual-slope analog-to-digital converters was
available in a 1967 United States patent filing entitled, “Integrating Analog-to-Digital
Converter” [2]. A block diagram of a basic dual-slope configuration is shown in Figure
1-2. The main principle behind the dual-slope ADC is simple: A current proportional
to the input voltage is used to integrate a capacitor for a fix amount of time, after
which a current proportional to a reference voltage subtracts charge from the same
capacitor. The ratio of the fixed integration time of Tin to the variable integration
time of Tref is inversely proportional to the ratio of the input to the reference voltage,
as shown in (1.2). The integration times are quantized by using a simple counter, as







Figure 1-2: A block diagram of a basic dual-slope A/D converter is shown. More complex
systems involve auto-zeroing the amplifier [3] and dual-ramp configurations [4].
19
Figure 1-3: The timing variables in addition to the integration voltage, Vc, are shown.
1.2 A Novel Time-Based A/D Converter
Dual-slope converters are still commonly used in applications that require very pre-
cise digitization such as AC voltage and current measurements [5] [6] or extremely
low power consumption such as bionic ear processors [3]. However, the dual-slope
algorithm is inherently inefficient. As illustrated above, the conversion time scales
exponentially with bit precision, and accordingly, algorithmic, pipelined, successive-
approximation, and other recursive schemes are always more energy-efficient. Appen-
dix A presents a detailed comparison between the new algorithm presented in this
thesis and the dual-slope architecture and shows that our algorithm can be 10 to 19
times more energy-efficient.
In this thesis, we present a novel time-based algorithm that, like the dual-slope
converter, uses time to perform analog-to-digital conversion. However, the algorithm
utilizes time as an intermediate signal variable as opposed to voltage or current,
and digitizes information in a recursive successive sub-ranging fashion such that the
conversion time grows linearly with precision. In addition, the algorithm naturally
alleviates errors such as comparator delay and charge-injection that often plague
other converters. Most importantly, the converter performs amplification without an





In the past, many have focused on improving both the speed and precision of analog-
to-digital converters. While the need for faster and more precise converters will
always remain, the expanding market of wireless and portable electronic systems
has created a strong demand for a new breed of energy-efficient converters. Many
applications that demand such energy-efficient operation require moderate precision
(8 to 12 bits) and conversion speed (< 1MHz) such as in biomedical and sensor-
network applications. Consequently, conversion techniques that are inherently more
efficient are being utilized. Recent publications show that several architectures such as
algorithmic, successive-approximation, and over-sampling converters can, if designed
properly, achieve very good energy-efficiency. Digital calibration of relatively poor
performance analog-to-digital converters is increasingly being used to achieve good
energy-efficiency and performance [7]. This chapter will present a review of some of
the important work in the area.
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2.1 Algorithmic and Pipelined Converters
2.1.1 Basic Architecture
Both algorithmic and pipelined converters are based on the same principle: The
input signal, VIN , is compared to a reference voltage, VREF , to generate a conversion
bit, bi. A residue from this comparison, e.g., (VIN − biVREF ), is amplified. The
amplified residue is then used as the input for the next comparison with the reference
voltage, and the process is recursively repeated to get successive bits of the conversion.
Algorithmic converters iteratively process the residue by using the same circuitry for
each quantization loop. Pipelined converters, however, trade off area and power for
faster conversion speeds by processing each residue in a serial fashion in a chain of
blocks pipelined with S/H circuitry.
Algorithmic
Algorithmic A/D converters, also known as cyclic converters, are widely used in
moderate speed, high accuracy systems. The basic principle behind the algorithm
is illustrated in Figure 2-1. The system is composed of a sample-and-hold (S/H), a
comparator, an amplifier, a subtractor, and a simple digital control system. The S/H
front-end first samples the input, VIN , and the following MUX directs the input to
the comparator which goes high if the signal is greater than zero. The output of the
MUX is also passed on to the subtractor which subtracts VREF/4 if the comparator
is high or adds VREF/4 if the comparator is low. The output of the subtractor is
amplified by two, and the result is then sent back to the MUX which routes the
output of the amplifier back to the comparator for the remaining successive stages.
A set of registers keeps track of the comparator’s output for each iteration and stores
the digital equivalent output. This algorithm iteratively uses the same comparator,
subtractor, and amplifier and therefore requires little power and area. In most cases,
the subtractor, amplifier, and S/H units are implemented in a single block [8]. The
ultimate precision often relies on the accuracy of the amplifier and the subtractor [9].
Note that the algorithm can be generalized for multi-bit quantization per iteration.
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Figure 2-1: A simplified block diagram of an algorithmic A/D.
Pipelined
Pipelined analog-to-digital converters rely on multiple algorithmic stages with inter-
mediate S/H blocks. For simplicity, a generalized block diagram of a 1 bit per stage
pipelined converter is shown in Figure 2-2. Each stage consists of a S/H, a 1 bit A/D
converter, a 1 bit D/A converter, and subtractor. Note that both the ADC and DAC
can be generalized into a multi-bit system. The example given here is identical to the
algorithmic converter shown in Figure 2-1 except that each iterative step is explicitly
constructed as an independent block. After the input is sampled by the first S/H,
the 1 bit A/D converter produces the Most Significant Bit (MSB). The 1 bit DAC
recreates the analog representation of the MSB and then subtracts it from the input
signal, producing a residue. The residue is amplified by a factor of 2 which is then
sampled by the following S/H, and the successive stage repeats the A/D/A process.
Once a stage has finished processing its input, the intermediate sample-and-hold al-
lows the stage to immediately start processing the next sample. Consequently, the
throughput is determined by the speed of an individual stage but the latency of the
overall converter is set by the number of stages. Similar to the algorithmic converter,
the overall precision of the converter relies on the accuracy of the DACs, subtractors,
and gain stages. Each successive stage’s weight to the quantization process diminishes
down the pipeline, so the accuracy requirements on the components in the successive
stages can be relaxed accordingly.
23
Figure 2-2: A simplified block diagram of a pipelined A/D.
Like the algorithmic converter, most pipeline architectures combine the S/H, sub-
tractor, and amplifier into a classic switched-capacitor gain circuit whose topology
has changed little over time [10] [11]. Although the generalized diagram in Figure 2-2
shows a 1 bit per stage single-ended topology, most pipelined converters implement
a 1.5 bit per stage differential configuration [10] [11] [12]. The Redundant Signed
Digit (RSD) algorithm is based on the Sweeny-Robertson-Tocher division principal
[13] and implements a 1.5 bit/stage architecture by using two comparators in parallel
to quantize the input into three levels between ±VREF . A common input/output
relationship for the 1.5 bit stage is shown in (2.1).
VOUT =

2VIN − VREF , if VIN > VREF4
2VIN , if −VREF4 ≤ VIN ≤ VREF4
2VIN + VREF , if VIN < −VREF4
(2.1)
The extra half-bit of information from each stage is used for digital error correction.
Specifically, the use of RSD allows the successive stage to digitally compensate for
comparator offset errors from the previous stage, as illustrated in [11]. And while the
pipeline algorithm can be generalized for multi-bit stages, most converters maintain
a 1 or 1.5 bit per stage architecture to allow high-speed throughput; the bandwidth
of the switched-capacitor S/H & gain block often limits the speed of a stage, and
therefore, a low gain of two minimizes the load capacitances on the amplifier, which
in turn improves the bandwidth performance of the switch-capacitor circuit.
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2.1.2 Modern Techniques
Since the precision of the DACs, amplifiers, and subtractors limit the accuracy of a
pipelined converter, both analog and digital calibration techniques attempt to com-
pensate for these sources of error. Analog calibration techniques often involve ca-
pacitor error averaging [14] and capacitor trimming [15] in the switched-capacitor
amplifier. Digital calibration techniques, on the other hand, estimate and digitally
correct DAC gain errors using DAC noise cancelation (DNC) [16]. The technique
presented in [16] implements a continuous, background approach to calibration such
that extra clock cycles and calibration states are not required. A recently published
digital calibration technique for pipelined converters takes a similar approach [17].
However, [17] utilizes a slow but accurate algorithmic converter to digitally compen-
sate for the amplifier and DAC gain errors and offsets. Furthermore, the algorithmic
converter itself is calibrated, making the entire system’s calibration completely nested.
Noise requirements on the algorithmic converter can be lax because its outputs can
be averaged over several cycles. As a result, they were able to achieve a signal-to-
noise-and-distortion ratio (SNDR) of 70.8dB for a 20 Msamples/s sampling rate while
consuming 254mW of power. These figures translate to an FOM of approximately
2.2× 1011.
Algorithmic and pipelined converters require accurate and precise amplifiers, and
as such expend most of their power budget on the amplifier [18]. However, a recent
technique presented in [7] uses the same design as in [18] but replaces the precise,
high-power amplifier with an imprecise, low-power, open-loop amplifier. A digital
background calibration technique then compensates for the non-linear characteristics
of the amplifier. Almost all algorithmic and pipelined converters use a two-stage,
high gain operational transconductance amplifiers (OTA) with a feedback capacitor
to achieve the desired precision and accuracy during the first stage of the pipelined
converter. However, [7] uses an open-loop, low-power OTA with an imprecise gain
term during the first stage of the pipelined conversion. The digital calibration scheme
takes a statistics-based approach to continuously compensate for the most significant
25
Figure 2-3: A simplified block diagram of a successive-approximation A/D. The successive-
approximation register (SAR) updates and stores the binary output while providing the
digital code for the D/A converter.
nonlinear characteristics of an open-loop OTA. For simplicity, only the 3rd order
distortion term within the differential pair model from [19] needs to be corrected by
the calibration block to achieve the required precision. Consequently, [7], compared
to [18], achieved a power reduction in the amplifier of 33mW (62%) while the digital
calibration mechanism only added ≈ 10mW. As a result, [7] achieves an FOM of
approximately 5.4× 1011.
2.2 Successive-Approximation Converters
Algorithmic converters have proven to be highly accurate and consume very low
power and area for moderate speed conversion rates. Pipelined converters, on the
other hand, provide high precision at very fast conversion speeds but consume sig-
nificantly more power and area. And while both architectures have been shown to
be energy-efficient, successive-approximation converters are proving to be one of the
most energy-efficient architectures available.
2.2.1 Basic Architecture
Successive-approximation converters operate on a binary search principle: the input,
whose range is limited to VREF , is initially compared to a reference voltage of VREF/2.
If greater, then the input is compared to 3VREF/4. Otherwise, the input is compared
to VREF/4. Each cycle produces an estimate that is one bit more precise. Thus, the
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Figure 2-4: A D/A converter is realized using a capacitor array and the charge-
redistribution principle. C1 is the unit size capacitor, and Ci+1 = 2Ci. The SAR switches
each capacitor to VIN , VREF , or GND.
process repeats for N cycles to produce N bits of precision.
A generalized block diagram of a successive-approximation converter is shown in
Figure 2-3. The converter is comprised of a S/H, comparator, successive-approximation
register (SAR), and a D/A converter. The SAR, in conjunction with the comparator,
continually updates the input to the D/A converter such that the DAC’s output ap-
proaches the input voltage to within the desired Least-Significant-Bit (LSB). In some
cases, the D/A converter is realized using a standard R-2R ladder architecture [20]
[21] or current steering architecture [22]. But in most low-power implementations of
the successive-approximation algorithm, the D/A converter is based on the charge-
redistribution principle which is implemented as a simple switched-capacitor network
[23]. In some cases, the S/H is integrated into the capacitor network such that the
entire capacitor array acts as the sampling capacitor [24]. A generalized block dia-
gram of a successive-approximation converter based on this principle is illustrated in
Figure 2-4.
2.2.2 Modern Techniques
As stated earlier, applications that require low-speed, moderate precision, energy-
efficient A/D converters are turning towards the successive-approximation architec-
ture as a solution. Several factors are responsible for this trend and are itemized
below:
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• No amplifier. Only a single synchronous comparator is required.
• Scales well with technology. Capacitor matching is improving for smaller unit
size capacitance.
• Low-voltage operation. Slight modifications to the algorithm allow for low
power supply voltages.
• Extremely simple architecture. Very few components are required to implement
the algorithm.
Some of the latest, most energy-efficient converters ever reported are based on the
charge-redistribution successive-approximation architecture and take advantage of
these properties [23] [24]. The converter presented in [24] operates on a 1V power
supply which also serves as the reference voltage. The converter in [23] also uses
the power supply voltages (VDD and VSS) as the reference voltages and operates on
an even lower power supply of 0.5V. Driving the gates of the switch transistors is a
potential problem at this voltage level. However, unlike [24], they elected to imple-
ment an explicit sample-and-hold such that the capacitors in the network are always
switching with respect to a reference voltage as opposed to the input and a reference
voltage. Therefore, the switches are always driven by a constant gate-to-source volt-
age. Both designs also reduce power consumption by using a small unit size capacitor,
minimizing the amount of total charge required for the charge-redistribution network.
Essentially, both designs illustrate that one can achieve very energy-efficient opera-
tion with the successive-approximation architecture because of the principles itemized
above. Using these techniques, [24] achieved 47.8dB of SNDR at a sampling rate of
100kHz while consuming 3.1µW of total power resulting in an FOM of approximately
6.5 × 1012. The converter in [23] achieved 43.3dB of SNDR for a 4.1kHz sampling




So far, all of the analog-to-digital conversion techniques discussed can be classified as
Nyquist-rate converters where the input signal is band-limited to within one-half the
sampling frequency. Over-sampling converters sample at a rate much greater than
the Nyquist sampling rate and use averaging and noise shaping to increase precision.
In the past 15 years, over-sampling converters, also known as Σ∆ converters, have
gained popularity in the medium to high precision and moderate speed category. The
architecture is composed of mostly digital filters with very simple analog components,
and consequently, the rapid scaling of fabrication technology has made Σ∆ converters
more and more energy-efficient.
Figure 2-5: The transfer function of an ideal A/D converter shifted by ∆/2 shows that the
quantization error is bound by ±∆/2.
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2.3.1 Quantization Error
The basic principle of over-sampling converters is based on a white-noise assump-
tion on the quantization error. Therefore, before we proceed, let us briefly review
quantization error and the white-noise approximation model.
First, let us assume that our converter is free of thermal noise sources and is ideal
such that the transfer function shown in Figure 2-5 applies to all input signals within
our range. As illustrated in the figure, the error between the quantized output and
its ideal value will be bound by ±∆/2, where ∆ is defined as the LSB. Specifically,





If we digitize a signal that is dynamic enough, the resulting quantization error can
be approximated as a stochastic “noise” source. In other words, we can model the
quantization error as a uniformly distributed random variable with a probability
density function, fq(x), shown in Figure 2-6. Then the energy of the quantization





In essence, we are making a white-noise approximation for the quantization error such
that for a sampling rate of fs, the spectral density of the quantization error, Sq(f),
would be a constant spread between ±fs/2, as illustrated in Figure 2-7. The height










Figure 2-6: We can approximate the quantization error as a random variable with proba-
bility density function, fQ(x), that has a uniform distribution between ±∆/2.
Figure 2-7: We can approximate the spectral density of the quantization error as a white-
noise model.
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Figure 2-8: A block diagram of a first order Σ∆ modulator is shown.
2.3.2 Basic Architecture
One key idea behind Σ∆ converters is that by filtering the output of the quantizer to
within a bandwidth that is much less than the sampling rate, we can remove much of








where fo is defined as the bandwidth of the filter. Consequently, the overall precision,







In effect, we are averaging the input signal, and since the power of the signal adds
linearly while the power of quantization error adds as the square root of the sum
of squares, the SNR increases.1 Furthermore, by using first, second, or higher order
filters in a single or multi-loop feedback system, we can improve the precision even
more by modulating much of the noise into a higher frequency band beyond the
bandwidth of the system [25]. A single-order modulator is shown in Figure 2-8.
This method, otherwise known as “noise shaping,” is at the heart of over-sampling
converters. A generalized block-diagram of a complete over-sampling converter is
shown in Figure 2-9. The anti-alias filter at the front-end simply band-limits the
input signal to within half the sampling frequency, and the decimation filter, which
1The derivation of SNR and its effective bit precision from all deterministic and non-deterministic
sources of error will be discussed in Section 4.2.
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is comprised of a down-sampler, band-limits the output of the modulator to fo. The
design of the decimation filters, in addition to the modulators, is an extremely broad
area and is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, we will briefly discuss systems
presented in recent literature that have achieved very energy-efficient operation.
Figure 2-9: A generalized block diagram of a Σ∆ converter is shown. The anti-alias filter
limits the input frequency to fs/2. The decimation filter is comprised of a digital low-pass
filter and a down-sampler. The digital low-pass filter limits the output of the modulator to
fo/2.
2.3.3 Modern Techniques
Since the linearity of the modulator is required to be within the overall LSB of the
converter, many architectures utilize a 1 bit ADC and DAC; the advantages of a 1
bit quantizer in Σ∆ converters are well known [26]. However, multi-bit modulators
are not uncommon, but the DAC in the feedback path often requires calibration
and/or complex algorithms such as dynamic element matching (DEM) to achieve
precise linearity [27] [28]. Several converters such as [29] and [30] achieve energy-
efficient operation using 1 bit modulators. An extremely energy-efficient converter
presented in [31] uses a 2 bit modulator but avoids the linearity requirements of
the DAC by using the 2nd bit for only rare, over-ranging conditions. In addition,
all three converters utilize 3rd or 4th order modulators to achieve excellent noise-
shaping properties. And while [29] operates on a 3.3V supply, both [30] and [31]
achieve lower power consumption by operating on a 1V and 1.25V supply, respectively.
Another common theme among efficient Σ∆ designs is that the OTA used for the
switched-capacitor integrators are all single-stage designs with simple modifications to
improve gain/bandwidth performance without consuming additional power. But more
importantly, all of these converters were able to achieve energy-efficient operation
simply because of better and smaller fabrication technologies, especially [30] which
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achieved 81dB of SNDR at a sampling rate of 20kHz while consuming 140µW of
total power on a 90nm technology. These figures yield an FOM of approximately
2.9 × 1012. The converter presented in [31] was able to achieve 84dB of SNR at a
sampling rate of 11kHz while consuming 260µW of total power, allowing it to achieve
an FOM of approximately 5.5× 1011.
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Chapter 3
A Novel Algorithm for Time-Based
Analog-to-Digital Conversion
Our converter is a current-mode analog-to-digital converter that functions like a suc-
cessive sub-ranging or pipelined converter. However, unlike other known analog-to-
digital converters, this converter uses time as an intermediate signal variable for the
gain and subtraction routines. In addition, the converter naturally alleviates poten-
tial errors due to charge-injection, comparator delays and offsets through a unique
algorithm that utilizes a single comparator and reference current. Amplification by
two is done by simply doing things twice in time. Thus, we build an amplifying ADC
without an explicit amplifier and saving power.1 Our ADC consists of two matched
capacitors, a reference current, a single comparator with finite pulse-width control,
a simple state-machine, and N one-bit counters, where N is the total bit count of
the converter. Only the two integrating capacitors need to match to within the LSB
precision. This matching can be achieved or improved by calibration [32]. Since only
a single comparator and one reference current source are used for the entire conver-
sion process, the ADC consumes minimal power. A good fraction of the analog and
digital power consumption scale with technology.
1Appendix B compares the energy-efficiency of time amplification versus voltage amplification.
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3.1 The Algorithm
In order to simplify the presentation of the algorithm, we will ignore the effects of
comparator delay and switching charge-injection. Section 3.2 presents in detail the
mechanism that minimizes these sources of error. The algorithm consists of two
distinct stages: During the first stage, we calculate the first two MSBs in a method
identical to a dual-slope converter. During the second stage, we iteratively calculate
the remaining bits by performing a subtraction-and-amplification process for each
extra bit in a manner similar to that of a successive sub-ranging converter, but using
time as the signal variable.
Figure 3-1 shows both stages of the conversion process. On the first clock cycle
an input current charges a capacitor to create a voltage. Then a reference current
charges another capacitor until it reaches the same voltage. By counting the number
of clock edges within the latter charging period, we calculate the MSB corresponding
to the IIN/IREF ratio as in a dual-slope converter. In our converter, this is at most
4 clock cycles since IIN is required to be less than 4IREF for maximum efficiency in
the conversion process (See Section 3.5). At the end of the first stage of conversion,
a residual time, denoted 0.5 + ε clock cycles in the figure, encodes the remaining bits
of IIN/IREF . These bits are quantized in the second iterative stage of the conversion
process described in the next paragraph. In this example, ε is positive such that the
overall 0.5 + ε residue is greater than a half clock cycle.
We first convert the residual time, 0.5 + ε, into a residual voltage. Then we charge
another capacitor until it reaches this residual voltage and repeat the process again
such that the residual time before the clock edge, 0.5 + ε, is doubled to 2(0.5 + ε) =
(1+2ε) after the clock edge. In essence, we amplify the residual time by two by doing
things twice in time. The ‘1’ in ‘1 + 2ε’ provides quantization information revealing
that the previous residue was indeed greater than a half clock cycle such that a clock
edge is seen during the amplification, and the 2ε is automatically encoded as a residue
referenced to this clock edge for the next stage of the conversion. Thus, subtraction
of intermediate quantized bits is automatic in the algorithm because they manifest as
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Figure 3-1: Time is normalized with respect to Tclk. The residual time, 0.5+ ε, leading up
to the next clock edge is at least as large as one-half the clock period. After amplification by
two and automatic subtraction of the intermediate quantization bit ‘1’, the original residue
is transformed to a new residue, 2ε, which is used in the next stage of conversion.
an integer number of clock edges (or not), and amplified residues are always encoded
with respect to the last seen edge.
The amplification, quantization, and subtraction of the residues are iteratively
repeated to obtain successive bits: The 2ε residue is converted to a 1− 2ε residue by
converting the time from the end of amplification in Figure 3-1 to the next clock edge
into a voltage. We can then recursively repeat the overall εn+1 ← (1 − 2εn) process
to get successive conversion bits. The overall scheme ensures correct treatment of
all residues whether quantization edges occur or do not occur during amplification.
However, it causes alternating sign changes in the residues which are easily digitally
corrected in the quantization bits (See Section 3.1.3).
We now expand the previous intuitive discussion into a more detailed description
of the algorithm: Section 3.1.1 describes how we quantize the first two MSBs. Section
3.1.2 discusses the recursive processes performed during the sub-ranging process. Sec-
tion 3.1.3 explains the converter’s unique binary output code. For future reference,
all clock edges refer to positive clock edges.
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3.1.1 The MSB Stage (Dual-Slope Stage)
Figure 3-2 shows that during the first stage of the converter, the input current, IIN ,
charges a capacitor, C1, for one clock period, Tclk. Note that since the input current is
integrated only during the first clock period, the MSB stage can behave like a sample-
and-hold stage. During the next clock period, we charge another capacitor of equal
value, C2, with a reference current, IREF , until the voltages on the two capacitors
are equal. The latter comparison can be achieved by using a simple asynchronous
comparator. Let us define Tref as the time required to charge C2 up to the voltage
on C1. In a manner similar to that of a dual-slope converter, we obtain the ratio of







If we use a two-bit counter to count the number of clock edges during Tref , we can
quantize the input current to within two bits of the reference current assuming that
IIN is less than 4IREF . This limitation is needed to maintain the linear relationship
between conversion time and precision. At the end of Tref , we define a residual time,
Tres, as the time remaining beyond the last clock edge, as illustrated in Figure 3-2.
Note that this temporal residue is analogous to the residual voltage in a successive
sub-ranging converter. If we can quantize this residual time to within N − 2 bits of
precision, it follows that we have successfully quantized the input current to within
N bits of the reference current.
3.1.2 Quantizing the Residue (Successive Subranging Stage)
Once we have obtained the first two bits, we need a method for subtracting the
quantized signal from Tref in order to operate on the residual time, Tres. Furthermore,
we need a method for amplifying Tres such that we can quantize this residue to within
one bit.
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Figure 3-2: These waveforms represent the voltages on the two integrating capacitors, C1
and C2. For now, we are assuming that the comparator has zero offset and delay, i.e.,
the output is triggered as soon as the two voltages are exactly equal. In addition, we are
ignoring any switching charge-injection. We also illustrate the timing variables Tref , Tres,
and TresB, and the different stages of the converter.
The Subtraction Routine
In Figure 3-2, Tres is the result of subtracting the quantized signal from Tref . Subtrac-
tion of intermediate quantization results is automatic in the algorithm if we ignore
the integer number of quantization clock edges that have already passed (or not) and
always reference our residual time signal to the next neighboring clock edge. Then
the residual time after the last clock edge is defined as
Tres = Tref −MTclk ∀ M ∈ [0, 4). (3.2)
Let us also define TresB as the time from the end of Tref up to the next clock edge.
Then,
TresB = Tclk − Tres. (3.3)
Quantizing TresB is then equivalent to quantizing Tres: Quantizing x and 1 − x are
equivalent as long as we can digitally compensate for referencing with respect to 1
rather than with respect to 0. We show how this is easily done in Section 3.1.3. Thus,
by taking advantage of the precision of a low phase-noise clock with jitter less than
Tclk/2
N and always referencing the current residue to the next clock edge, we can
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operate on TresB in each stage of the conversion process.
Amplification: Time-to-Voltage and Voltage-to-Time
At the end of the MSB stage, the comparator’s output goes high. This event signals
a state-machine to reset both capacitors, C1 and C2, to zero and to rearrange the
analog circuitry such that IREF is now redirected to charge C1. We can convert TresB
into a voltage by integrating C1 with IREF from the end of Tref up to the next clock





We define the conversion of TresB to VC1 as our Time-to-Voltage conversion. At
this time, we switch IREF over to charge C2 until the voltage on C2 is equal to the
voltage in (3.4). The latter comparison can be achieved by using the same comparator
used during the MSB stage. We define this process of reconverting VC1 to a time as
our Voltage-to-Time conversion. As soon as the two voltages are equal, the voltage
on capacitor C1 is reset to zero, and we repeat the same charge integration on C1.
This integration cycle is defined as the amplification stage because at the end of this
comparison, we have successfully amplified TresB by two. By counting the number of
clock edges seen within 2TresB, we can quantize TresB to within one bit of Tclk. After
we quantize 2TresB, we need to subtract this quantized value from 2TresB to produce a
new residue for successive conversions. To do so, we repeat our “subtraction” routine
by encoding the time from the end of 2TresB to the next clock edge as the new residue.
At the end of the amplification stage, we reset both capacitors to zero, and the
state-machine reconfigures the analog circuitry such that IREF is now set to charge
C2.
2 The elements are now in place to repeat the previous subtraction and amplifica-
tion processes except that we are now doing Time-to-Voltage conversions on C2 and
Voltage-to-Time conversions using C1. Each successive subtraction-and-amplification
2At this point in time, we are free to choose either capacitor C1 or C2 for the next Time-to-
Voltage conversion. However, alternating the capacitors after each successive stage helps reduce the
effect of capacitor mismatch, as discussed in Section 3.2.4 and Appendix C
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process recursively yields one more bit in our converter.
3.1.3 Positive and Negative Index Counting
The subtraction routine forces us to quantize TresB as opposed to the actual residue,
Tres. As a result, each successive quantization stage weighs differently on the overall
digital equivalent output. Specifically, if we define ni as the i
th bit, then the quantized













The first two bits n0 and n1 are simply the MSB and LSB outputs, respectively,
of the two-bit counter during the MSB stage. However, unlike a traditional binary
weighted summation, each successive bit during sub-ranging either adds or subtracts
from the output. For example, the first subtraction-and-amplification stage of the
sub-ranging process amplifies and quantizes TresB as opposed to Tres. Therefore, the
more clock edges we see during 2TresB, the smaller Tres is. Thus, we define this stage
as a negative-index stage. The next stage of the sub-ranging process operates on
the negative of the negative residue. We label this stage as a positive-index stage.
The negative-index and positive-index stages alternate throughout the successive sub-
ranging process.
Hardware implementation of negative and positive-indexing to create a traditional
binary code is straightforward: Following the MSB stage, the one-bit counter in each
negative-index stage inverts its bit, while the one-bit counter in each positive-index
stage keeps its bit intact.
3.2 Error Cancellation Properties
So far, we have ignored several potential sources of error such as comparator offset
and delay, switching charge-injection, state-machine delays, and capacitor mismatch.
We will address each of these issues and introduce techniques that minimize these
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effects on the performance of our converter.
3.2.1 Basics of Error Cancellation
The main idea behind our error cancellation technique is simple: Whatever elements
“add” error to our signal during Time-to-Voltage conversion also “subtract” the same
error from our signal during Voltage-to-Time conversion. Figure 3-3 provides an
illustration of this basic principle and sections 3.2.2 through 3.2.5 provide further
details.
Figure 3-3: Whatever elements “add” error to our signal during Time-to-Voltage conversion
also “subtract” the same error from our signal during Voltage-to-Time conversion.
3.2.2 Comparator Delay and Offset
Up to this point, we have assumed that the comparator has zero delay and offset,
i.e., that the comparator output goes high as soon as the two voltages on the two
capacitors are exactly equal. Since we are dealing with time as an intermediate signal
variable, a voltage offset in our comparator can simply be translated into a comparator
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delay. Therefore, our discussion below for minimizing the effects of comparator delay
can also be applied to minimizing the effects of comparator offset.
At the end of the MSB stage, the comparator requires a finite amount of time to
signal that the voltages on C1 and C2 are equal. Then Tres will be larger than its
ideal value, which translates into a smaller TresB through (3.3). If we define the first
comparator delay as Tcd(m1),
3 then the adjusted residual time, T ′resB, is simply
T ′resB = TresB − Tcd(m1). (3.6)






During the Voltage-to-Time conversion, IREF charges C2 up to the smaller voltage
on C1, i.e., VC1 is converted back into time with a gain term of C2/IREF . But the
comparator again takes a finite amount of time before it signals that the two voltages
are equal and adds a delay of Tcd(m2). Thus, the Voltage-to-Time conversion produces










Tcd(m1) + Tcd(m2). (3.8)
If we assume that capacitors C1 and C2 are equal, then (3.8) simply reduces to
TresB. In other words, at the end of the Time-to-Voltage-to-Time conversion, we have
successfully cancelled out the first comparator delay and created a perfect replication
of TresB.
At this point, the ideal value of TresB is encoded as a voltage on C2. When we
integrate C1 with IREF for our amplification stage, we reintroduce the comparator
delay. Reintroduction of the delay is required for the successive stage to cancel,
and the process starts anew. Figure 3-4 provides an illustration of comparator delay
3The comparator delay is approximately a first-order function of the slope of the input signal.
This slope is denoted as mi for a charging rate of IREF /Ci. The DC value of the comparison affects
the comparator delay to second-order.
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Figure 3-4: The block labeled Tcd represents the comparator delay. T ′resB is defined as
TresB−Tcd. Even though the comparator delay is a function of the input charging rate, Tcd
is constant in any stage of the conversion and we may ignore effects caused by its variation
since we always use the same charging rate of IREF /C (assuming C1 = C2 = C). At the end
of the Voltage-to-Time conversion, the threshold voltage on VC2 encodes the true residual
time, TresB, as opposed to T ′resB. As a result, when the voltages on the two capacitors are
equal at the end of the amplification stage, we have produced an exact representation of




There exist two instances where switching charge-injection could potentially affect the
converter. First, each capacitor requires a switch to reset its charge to zero, and each
time the reset switch turns off, it releases some charge onto its respective capacitor.
However, the voltages around the reset switches do not vary, i.e., VGS = VDD and
VDS = 0. Therefore, the amount of charge-injection is constant and can be treated
as a simple DC offset on the capacitor’s “zero” value. Second, each time a current
source switches away from a capacitor, it introduces a finite amount of charge onto
the capacitor that varies with the voltage drop across the gate-source junction of
the switch MOSFET [34]. And while the gate voltage is always constant, the source
voltage varies throughout the conversion process. As a result, the amount of this
charge-injection varies. However, as we show below, the effects of this charge-injection
are minimized in a manner similar to that of the comparator delay. Figure 3-5 provides
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a graphical illustration of this error cancellation.
During the MSB stage, when IIN stops charging C1, charge-injection increases the
voltage on C1 by some voltage, Vsw.









During the Time-to-Voltage conversion, IREF charges C1 for a slightly shorter time
producing a smaller voltage on C1. But when IREF stops charging C1 and switches
over to charge C2, a similar amount of charge is dumped onto C1 such that the






T ′resB + Vsw. (3.11)
Assuming that C1 = C2 and that both amounts of charge-injection are equal, we can




In other words, VC1 encodes the ideal residual time such that the following Voltage-to-
Time conversion perfectly reconstructs TresB. During the amplification stage, IREF
stops charging C2 and switches over to charge C1 which reintroduces charge-injection
for the subsequent stage to cancel.
If charge-injection was constant, this cancellation would be perfect. Since the
voltages at which the MOSFETs switch vary from stage to stage, the amount of
charge dumped onto the capacitors varies as well and the cancellation is imperfect.
If we model the variation in charge-injection as a function of the switching voltage,
we can determine a simple constraint on the size of the integrating capacitor for any
4We are assuming PMOS current switches such that the sign of the charge-injection is positive.
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Figure 3-5: The change in the capacitor voltage, Vsw, is due to the charge-injection from
switching a current source away from the threshold capacitor. The block labeled Tsw is the
net change in time as a result of the charge-injection. Note that this time is a function
of the charging rate, IREF /Ci. Since this charging rate remains constant throughout the
process, we can ignore slope-dependent variations. T ′resB is defined as TresB − Tsw. At the
end of the Voltage-to-Time conversion, we have successfully reproduced the ideal residual
time, TresB. We then reintroduce the charge-injection error such that the next successive
stage can cancel it.
required precision. Equation (3.13) is a MOSFET charge-injection model from [35]
where W and L are the width and length, respectively, of the switch MOSFET, Cox
is the oxide capacitance, VT is the threshold voltage, Cov is the overlap capacitance,
and VGS is the gate-source voltage.
Qsw = CoxWL(VGS − VT ) + CovWVGS (3.13)
Observing that VGS can never vary by more than VDD, we can show that the variation
of this charge from the MSB stage to the successive stage is bound by
∆Qsw < VDD(CoxWL+ CovW ). (3.14)












where our algorithm accounts for 2 bits of over-ranging on the input. Combining
(3.15) and (3.16), we can derive the following constraint on the size of the integrating
capacitors, Ci;
Ci > 2
N−2(CoxWL+ CovW ). (3.17)
Table 3.1 summarizes the technologies used in Chapters 4 and 5 and their respective
constraints on capacitor sizing as a function of precision. The specific device para-
meters were taken from fabrication run T35L for the 0.35µm process and T46U for
the 0.18µm process.
Table 3.1: Capacitor matching requirements
Technology MOSIS TSMC 0.35µm MOSIS TSMC 0.18µm
Cox (PMOS) 4.564fF/µm
2 8.271fF/µm2
Cov (PMOS) 0.355fF/µm 0.66fF/µm
Minimum Size W = 0.6µm, L = 0.35µm W = 0.27µm, L = 0.18µm
Ci,min(N) 2
N−2(1.083)fF 2N−2(0.521)fF
0.128pF(N=12) 33.3f F (N=8)
3.2.4 Reducing Capacitor (Gain) Mismatch
So far, we have assumed that the two integrating capacitors are exactly equal. And
while capacitor matching can exceed 12 bits of precision without calibration [32], our
algorithm attempts to minimize the effects of capacitor mismatch through a simple
capacitor-alternating scheme.
If we assume that C2 is slightly larger than C1, then Tres is slightly larger at the
end of the MSB stage, and inversely, TresB is slightly smaller. At this point in time, we
are free to choose either C1 or C2 for the successive Time-to-Voltage conversion. If we
integrate with C1, VC1 encodes the smaller value of TresB with a smaller voltage. But
when we integrate with the larger capacitor, C2, for the Voltage-to-Time conversion,
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we increase the “mirrored” value of TresB such that we are now closer its ideal value.
We then integrate with C1 for the amplification stage and reintroduce the capacitor
mismatch error. Again, we are free to choose either capacitor for the successive Time-
to-Voltage conversion. But instead of integrating with C1 like we did for the previous
Time-to-Voltage conversion, we integrate with C2, and the error minimization process
begins anew.
Unfortunately, unlike the previous error cancellation schemes, this error mini-
mization technique is far from perfect. The gain errors are heavily dependent on the
absolute values of the timing variables, and consequently, the effectiveness of this
error minimization technique varies widely from stage to stage. Nevertheless, the
capacitor-alternating scheme prevents capacitor mismatches from aggregating from
stage to stage. A detailed analysis is provided in Appendix C.
3.2.5 State-Machine Delay
Each time the state-machine enters a new state, there exists a small delay, Tsm,
before the converter can reconfigure the analog circuit topology. There exist two
classes of state-machine delays, each of which could potentially affect the precision
of our converter. The first class of state-machine delays involves transitions that
are triggered by a clock edge. The second class of state-machine delays involves
transitions that are triggered by the falling edge of the comparator’s output. Let
us first examine the effect of Tsm after clock edge-triggered state transitions. These
delays can be ignored because we can simply view this as a “phase shift” in the clock
waveform. As a result, it does not affect our algorithm. Note that the lack of a “phase
shift” in the intermediate clock edges, i.e., edges that do not cause state transitions,
does not affect the converter.
The effects from Tsm after comparator edge-triggered state transitions are perfectly
analogous to the effects of the comparator delay. These state-machine delays simply
add to the comparator delay, and as a result, the analysis in Section 3.2.2 also applies
to these state-machine delays.
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3.3 Clock-Straddling Residues
The introduction of comparator delays and its finite pulse-width outputs creates sce-
narios where the amplified temporal signal can be greater than two clock cycles.
Specifically, at the end of the amplification phase when the voltages on the two inte-
grating capacitors are exactly equal, the ideal residue up to the following clock edge,
TresB, could be smaller than the sum of the comparator delay and the pulse-width
output, Tcd+pw. Figure 3-6 illustrates such an example where TresB < Tcd+pw. The
following stage then doubles the ideal residue in addition to the extra clock cycle. As
a result, the two extra clock cycles signal to the registers that the previous stage’s
residue was in fact smaller than the comparator delay and pulse-width output and
digitally subtracts 1 from the previous stage’s counter while resetting the current
stage’s counter to 0. Since the digital correction propagates in the reverse direction,
the correction must be performed after all of the desired bits have been computed.
Figure 3-6: In this example, the residue is smaller than the comparator delay and pulse-
width output (TresB < Tcd+pw) such that the following stage amplifies the residue in addition
to a clock cycle.
3.4 1 + ε Algorithm
A practical limitation to our algorithm is the possibility of an infinitesimally small
residue in TresB. Then our Time-to-Voltage conversion would produce an infinitesi-
mally small voltage to operate on. This is a problem inherent to many time-to-digital
converter (TDC) designs [36] [37]. Therefore, in a manner similar to other TDC’s, we
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instituted a 1 + ε algorithm where we guarantee a minimum voltage in our Time-to-
Voltage process by always integrating for an extra clock period. For example, instead
of integrating for TresB, we integrate for an extra clock cycle such that the time-
converted voltage reflects TresB + Tclk. Note that this modification to the algorithm
is analogous to the clock straddling scenario presented in Section 3.3. We can then






We can digitally subtract the two extra clock cycles generated during amplification
with minimal overhead in our counter. We can also view this modification as a
common-mode voltage offset such that we are always operating VFS above zero volts.
Unfortunately, the average conversion time will increase by an additional 3N , as
illustrated in Figure 3-7. In order to minimize the impact of the 1 + ε algorithm on
the conversion time of the converter, we can implement a level-dependent algorithm
that integrates for an extra clock cycle if the Time-to-Voltage conversion produces
a minimum threshold voltage. A simple implementation would involve utilizing a
separate, imprecise, low-power comparator that signals to the state-machine if the
Time-to-Voltage conversion exceeds some threshold voltage. The counters in the
registers would make the appropriate modifications depending on the outcome of this
comparison. Figure 3-8 shows that the conversion time can be reduced to 4N by
simply setting the minimum threshold voltage to be VFS/2. Another approach is to
implement the 1 + ε algorithm for the first n bits past the 2 MSBs. The value of n
can be modified by the user until the desired precision is achieved.
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Figure 3-7: The conversion time as function of the total bit count of the converter is shown
for both the unmodified (normal) algorithm and the 1+ε algorithm. Both the maximum and
average conversion times increase by 3N for the 1 + ε algorithm. Note that this conversion
time model includes comparator delays and non-zero comparator pulse-widths.
Figure 3-8: The conversion time is reduced from 5.9N to 4N by implementing a minimum
threshold voltage requirement of VFS/2.
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Figure 3-9: We have ignored the 1 + ε algorithm and comparator delays and finite pulse-
width outputs such that the smallest conversion time is achieved when NMSB = 1 or
NMSB = 2.
3.5 Determining the Over-Ranging Factor
So far, we have assumed that the input current is limited to 4IREF . This upper-
bound is determined by several factors: The conversion time of the converter, the
power consumption, and the noise performance all play a role in determining the
over-range factor. Let us define NMSB as the number of bits computed during the
MSB phase.
If we ignore the 1 + ε algorithm and assume that the comparator has zero delay
and an infinitesimally narrow pulse-width output, then the maximum conversion time
grows proportionally to 2N . Figure 3-9 plots the average and maximum conversion
times for different values of NMSB and shows that NMSB = 1 or NMSB = 2 produces
the smallest maximum conversion time.
However, due to non-zero comparator delays and finite pulse-width outputs, cer-
tain input values to the converter will create clock-straddling scenarios during suc-
cessive stages such that the maximum conversion time grows proportionally to 2.9N
(See Figure 3-7). Then NMSB = 2 produces the smallest maximum conversion time,
as shown in Figure 3-10.
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Figure 3-10: We have ignored the 1 + ε algorithm but included the effects of comparator
delays and finite pulse-width outputs such that the smallest conversion time is achieved
when NMSB = 2.
Unfortunately, the addition of the 1 + ε algorithm increases the conversion time
significantly such that it grows proportionally to 5.9N . Figure 3-11 shows the conver-
sion time when the 1 + ε algorithm is implemented throughout the successive stages.
In this scenario, NMSB = 3 produces the smallest maximum conversion time.
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Figure 3-11: We have implemented the 1+ ε algorithm throughout the conversion process
and included the effects of comparator delays and finite pulse-width outputs. Since the




Implementation and Analysis of a
Thermal-Noise-Limited Low-Power
12 bit Converter
This chapter is partitioned into three sections: First, we discuss the implementation
of the key building blocks of our converter such as the comparator, state-machine, and
registers. Second, we present a novel time-based noise analysis that utilizes timing
variables as opposed to voltage or current. Finally, we present experimental results
from a Very Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) implementation.
4.1 Design and Implementation
The overall design of our A/D converter consists of two capacitors, an analog switch-
ing network, a reference current, an asynchronous comparator, a state-machine, and
registers and is shown in Figure 4-1. Using the control signals from the state-machine,
the analog switch network routes the currents to the appropriate capacitors and the
capacitors to the appropriate input terminals of the comparator. Note that the com-
parator includes a finite pulse-width control mechanism, which is discussed in Section
4.1.2. The state-machine also controls the behavior of the registers which count and
store the output bits. The timing requirements between the state-machine and reg-
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Figure 4-1: Block diagram of our ADC
isters are non-trivial and require careful consideration during the design of both of
these blocks. The clock-divider block generates a control signal that sets the sampling
frequency of the converter.
4.1.1 Asynchronous Comparator
Like many A/D converters, the most critical component of our converter is the com-
parator. However, the performance requirements for the comparator in our converter
are rather unique. Since our algorithm is immune to comparator delay and offset,
the constraints on these two parameters are generous. In essence, the natural offsets
inherent to comparator designs due to transistor mismatches are negligible in our
converter. Furthermore, the absolute value of the comparator delay has little effect
on our converter other than increasing the conversion time. Instead, the variations
of the comparator delay from comparison to comparison can limit the precision of
the converter. But more importantly, we will show in Section 4.2 that the thermal
noise characteristics of the comparator proves to be the limiting factor in the overall
precision of the converter. In general, the lower the power budget of a converter, the
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lower is the precision at which it becomes thermal-noise-limited since there are fewer
number of electrons to average over a given bandwidth.
The Pre-amplifier
The comparator is comprised of two stages: the pre-amplifier and the gain/latch
stage. The pre-amplifier is a simple resistively loaded differential pair and forms the
first stage of the comparator (See Figure 4-2). The pre-amplifier provides low gain
and kick-back isolation for the input from the second stage of the comparator, a
gain/latch stage. In Figure 4-2, the two capacitors labeled Cp are parasitic capacitors
introduced by the poly-to-substrate capacitance for the poly resistors, Rp. While
unavoidable, these capacitors actually help limit the noise-bandwidth of our pre-
amplifier. The geometry of the resistors can be shaped to find the optimal capacitance
for minimizing noise while avoiding slew-limit conditions. The bias current, IBIAS, is
generated by transistorM1 which is cascoded byM2. The cascode structure provides
high Common-Mode-Rejection-Ratio (CMRR) which is required for minimizing delay
variations that are dependent on the input’s common-mode voltage. In addition, the
differential PMOS transistors M3 and M4 have their substrates connected to VDD in
order to minimize common-node capacitance and feed-through [38]. The outputs of
the pre-amplifier, V+ and V−, are passed onto the second stage of the comparator,
the gain/latch stage.
The Gain/Latch Stage
The gain/latch stage of the comparator is a wide-output swing operational transcon-
ductance amplifier with a unidirectional positive feedback mechanism and is shown in
Figure 4-3. As V+ approaches V−, the output voltage, Dout, starts increasing from
close to 0 volts. As Dout increases above the threshold voltage of transistor M17, this
NMOS briefly pushes a large, increasing current into the output capacitor, CL, via
the current mirror formed by transistors M13 and M14. Transistors M15 and M16
provide a mechanism for the state-machine to reset and disable the output via the
control signal, Disable. Again, the differential pair PMOS transistors M7 and M8
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Figure 4-2: The pre-amplifier of the comparator is shown with circuit parameters from the
high performance ADC.
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Figure 4-3: The gain/latch stage of the comparator is shown with circuit parameters from
the high performance ADC.
have their substrates connected to VDD. The output of the gain/latch stage is then
passed onto the pulse-width control mechanism.
4.1.2 Pulse-Width Control Circuit
The pulse-width control circuit is an adaptation of the spiking neuron circuits in [39]
[40] and is shown in Figure 4-4. When the pulse-width control circuit is inactive,
nodes X, H, and Out are low and nodes Y and Outb are high. Note that node H is
pinned low through transistor M13. As soon as the output of the gain/latch stage,
Dout, increases past the threshold of inverter INV 1, the pulse-width control circuit
is activated. First, the output of the gain/latch stage is “sharpened” by inverters
INV 1 and INV 2. Since Out is low and Outb is high, the “sharpened” signal is
passed directly onto node X through transmission gate A which in turn sets node Y
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Figure 4-4: The output of the comparator, Dout, is passed as the input to the pulse-width
control circuit above. The width of the pulse is controlled by two currents, Ipw1 and Ipw2.
The state-machine resets the pulse-width circuit with the complementary control signals
Reset and Resetb.
to zero through inverter INV 3 and the positive-feedback transistor M8. Assuming
that the state-machine has set the control signals Reset and Resetb to the correct
values, node Out goes high and Outb goes low through the final two inverters, INV 4
and INV 5. The change in these two signals then initiates the refractory phase of
the pulse-width circuit. Transmission gate A prevents the gain/latch stage from
influencing the pulse-width circuit during the refractory phase by detaching inverters
INV 1 and INV 2 from the rest of the circuit. Alternatively, transmission gate B
connects current sourceM6 to node X. Initially, this current source cannot overcome
the strong positive feedback loop around inverter INV 3. However, as current source
M11 charges node H, transistor M7 slowly turns off, reducing transistor M8’s hold
on node X. Eventually, current Ipw1 pulls down node X below the threshold of
inverter INV 3 and the pulse-width circuit returns to its initial state. Figure 4-5
provides an illustration of the intermediate node voltages. The pulse-width circuit is
an electronic analog of inactivating positive feedback in Na+ channels and delayed
negative feedback in K+ channels that determine the pulse width of action potentials
in biological neurons.
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Figure 4-5: The internal node voltages from a simulation of the pulse-width control circuit
are shown.
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4.1.3 Differential Current Switching
In order to minimize the absolute level of charge-injection and maximize the switch-
ing speed of the reference current source, we utilized a cascoded differential current
switching topology often used in current-mode Digital-to-Analog converters (DAC)
and is shown in Figure 4-6. The reference current source is always connected to
C1, C2, or ground. As long as the maximum voltage on both C1 and C2 satisfy the
VD,SAT condition of transistor Msc, the reference current source transistor, Mref ,
will always remain in saturation. Even when the current is sinked to ground and is
in its “off” state, Mref will remain in saturation allowing for high speed operation.
Furthermore, the gate voltages to the switch transistors swing from VDD to a cascode
voltage, VCASC , such that the switching charge-injection is minimized and the output
resistance of the current source is increased.
Figure 4-6: The reference current source is switched to C1, C2, or ground via the switch
transistors, Msc. The gates to these switches transition from VDD to a cascode voltage,
VCASC , which minimizes switching charge-injection. In addition, the current transistor,
Mref , is always operating in saturation even in its “off” state, i.e., when the current is
sinked to ground, which allows for high speed operation.
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4.1.4 State-Machine
A state machine controls the charging and discharging of capacitors and coordinates
the overall operation of the converter. We implemented the state-machine using
true single-phase edge-triggered flip-flops (See Figure 4-7). State transitions may be
triggered by clock edges or the falling edge of the comparator’s pulse-width output,
depending on the state. Using the falling edge of the pulse-width output allows
us to treat the pulse-width output as a comparator delay which effectively cancels
its temporal affect. Due to the recursive nature of the algorithm, we were able to
implement a 9 state controller with 6 recursive states, as illustrated in Figure 4-8.
Figure 4-7: A classic master-slave flip-flop was utilized in both the state-machine and
registers.
Different combinations of the state signals are passed onto a set of matched-logic
modules. Each module consists of a latch with output buffers and reset transistors,
as shown in Figure 4-9. Additional reset transistors, Msw, are added for “OR”ing
of state signals. These transistors must be sized so that they can overcome the posi-
tive feedback mechanism of the latch. The use of matched-logic modules as opposed
to traditional logic gates allows us to control the timing of the complementary out-
put signals, SWITCH and SWITCHb, such that the corresponding complementary
switches in the analog switch network transition at approximately identical times.
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Figure 4-8: This is a simplified representation of the state-machine where we have ignored
states that implement an enhanced version of the algorithm termed “1+ ε” and exit states.
In any state, either a positive clock edge or the falling edge of the comparator’s finite
pulse-width output can trigger a state transition.
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Figure 4-9: A combination of state variables are used in matched-logic modules whose
complementary output signals, SWITCH and SWITCHb, are passed onto the analog
switch network. Additional switch transistors, Msw, are added accordingly to account for
multiple state variable inputs.
4.2 Noise Analysis
In order to quantify the maximum achievable precision for our architecture, we must
analyze all potential sources of error. If designed properly, the converter’s ultimate
precision should be limited by thermal noise and quantization error. In this section,
we will explore how quantization error and thermal noise affect our system. However,
since our converter uses a novel time-based algorithm, we first introduce a unique
time-based noise analysis method.
4.2.1 Temporal Jitter vs. Voltage Noise
Since we use time as our primary signal variable, it is best to look at noise in neither
the voltage nor current domain, but in the time domain. In traditional voltage-mode
designs, we can determine our signal-to-noise ratio by comparing a full-scale voltage to
some voltage noise. In our case, we compare our full-scale signal, 4Tclk, to the temporal
jitter induced by a voltage noise. For instance, at the end of the MSB stage, the
comparator’s output will jitter, causing TresB to vary by some amount. Voltage and
current noise from several different components in our system contribute to this jitter,
and we can quantify that contribution by examining how voltage noise translates
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to temporal jitter in our system. In the case of the comparator’s pre-amplifier, we
calculate the equivalent temporal jitter by dividing the input-referred voltage noise by
its respective input-voltage ramp. This method also applies to the calculation of the
integration noise. However, due to the non-linear nature of the gain/latch stage, we
need to employ a slightly different noise calculation method. The total output voltage
noise of the gain/latch stage is superimposed on its slew-limited output-voltage ramp.
By dividing the total output-voltage noise by the output-voltage ramp’s slope, we
obtain an equivalent temporal jitter.
4.2.2 Quantization Error
As is true for all data converters, the maximum achievable SNR is determined by
the quantization error. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, there is exists a noise energy
associated with quantizing to within N bits of precision. For the case of a full-scale





And in the same manner as (2.3), we can show that the temporal noise energy due












The quantization error’s energy will be a contributing factor when calculating the
total noise energy in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.3 Thermal Noise Sources
Several sources of thermal noise contribute to the overall limitation on our precision.
We will primarily focus on the following dominant noise sources: The comparator’s
pre-amplifier noise, the comparator’s latch noise, white noise due to current integra-
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tion, and the integrating capacitor’s reset noise. For the following discussion, we
model the MOSFET’s current noise as
I2NZ(f) = 4γkTgmi∆f (4.3)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is absolute temperature, gmi is the transconduc-
tance of the MOSFET Mi, ∆f is the bandwidth, and γ = 2/3 for above-threshold
operation and γ = 1/2κ for sub-threshold operation. The κ coefficient is from the “κ
approximation” described in [41]. For all practical purposes, we are using the same
“κ approximation” for both sub and above-threshold operation. If we define IDS as














The 1/f noise in our transistors contributes negligibly to our design because, like
comparator delay and offset, it behaves like a nearly constant offset voltage across
successive clock cycles and is cancelled. As long as the corner frequency is less than a
couple clock cycles (order of 1µs), flicker noise will appear as a constant offset across
clock cycles and cancel like comparator delay.
The Pre-amplifier
The first stage of the comparator is a resistively loaded differential pair that provides
low-gain and kick-back isolation for the input from the second stage of the comparator.
Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show the two stages of the comparator. Using (4.3), we can
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calculate that the total input-referred noise for the pre-amplifier is















≈ 10kT (γgm3,4 + 1/Rp)
3g2m3,4RpCp
(4.5)
assuming that Rp is much smaller than the output resistance of the input PMOS
transistor. The factors of 1/2pi and pi/2 arise from integrating noise per unit band-
width over a single-pole low-pass bandwidth of 1/(RpCp). The factor of 2 comes from
the fact that both halves of the pre-amplifier are active during the comparison and
therefore contribute input-referred noise to both the negative and positive inputs.
The 5/3 coefficient arises from the geometric sum of the diminishing contribution of
successive stages to the overall precision of the converter (See Appendix D.1). We
can obtain the equivalent temporal jitter’s energy, T 2NZ,pa, by dividing (4.5) with the
input slope squared, as shown in (4.6).
T 2NZ,pa ≈







A typical bias current is on the order of 5µA, and therefore, we can assume that all
transistors are operating above-threshold. Using the transconductance equation for





















The gain/latch stage consists of a nine transistor, wide-output-swing operational
transconductance amplifier with a positive feedback latch, as shown in Figure 4-3.
As the output node Dout increases above the threshold voltage of transistor M17,
this NMOS briefly pushes a large, increasing current into CL via the current mirror








γkT (gm5 + gm9 + gm11 + gm13 + gm14)
CLgo14
(4.8)
where go14 is the output conductance of transistor M14. In the operating region of
interest, only one-half of the OTA is contributing noise. Specifically, when the output
is slew-limited, transistors M5, M9, M11, M13, and M14, which have significant
currents flowing through them, contribute noise to the output. Transistors M6 and
M7 function as cascode transistors, self-shunt most of their current source noise,
and contribute negligibly to the overall output noise: M15, which functions as a
switch, also contributes negligible noise. The 5/3 coefficient is required to reflect
the contributions of the successive conversion stages as previously discussed (See
Appendix D.1). In order to obtain the temporal jitter’s energy, we divide (4.8) by













Note that we can lump the mirror transistors together, i.e., M9 with M11 and M13
andM14. Once again, all of the transistors involved in the noise analysis are operating
above-threshold, and as a result, we can use (4.4) to elaborate on (4.9). The output
conductance of transistor Mi is termed
goi = λiIDS, (4.10)






























The final source of noise in our converter is due to the thermal noise in the integration
currents. Given an upper bound on our full-scale voltage, we can collect only a certain
amount of electrons, regardless of capacitor size since we are integrating our input
current for a finite amount of time. Note that integrating a current for a fixed
amount of time is analogous to filtering with a sinc filter in the frequency domain
[42]. Therefore, we need to calculate the bandwidth, ∆f , for a sinc filter. If we
integrate for a fixed time of Ti, then the equivalent bandwidth for our noise model
is 1/(2Ti). The derivation assumes that the transconductance term is independent of
frequency, which is a good approximation for input signals whose frequencies are well
below Ti.
Using this bandwidth estimate and our current noise model in (4.3), we can show
















Note that (4.13) accounts for the two MSB integration cycles with IIN and IREF and
the three integration cycles with IREF during each successive stage that contribute in
a geometrically diminishing manner (See Appendix D.2). Accordingly, the temporal


















If the input current is at its full-scale value of 4IREF , then gmin =
√
4gmref (assuming
















The detailed derivations of (4.14) and (4.15) are shown in Appendix D.2.
Reset Noise
After every voltage comparison in our algorithm, switch transistors reset either one
or both of the integrating capacitors to zero volts. The equivalent circuit diagram is
shown in 4-10. Like thermal noise in CMOS image sensors, this reset phase introduces
uncertainty on the reset voltage of the capacitors [43]. If we assume that the reset
phase is much longer than the settling time of the reset transistor, the noise calculation
is rather straight-forward [43]. In our converter, the comparator output’s pulse-
width determines the duration of the reset phase, which can be varied to satisfy this




In a manner similar to the integration and comparator noise calculations, we need to
account for the multiple reset phases throughout the conversion cycle. We perform
two reset operations during the MSB phase and three reset operations during each
successive phase, and thus, (4.16) needs to be scaled accordingly. At the beginning of
the MSB phase, there are two instances of reset noise since both capacitors have been
reset to zero prior to the conversion process. The temporal noise due to each reset
cycle is derived from scaling (4.16) by Ci/IREF . During each successive phase, the
capacitors are reset three times, and consequently, contribute noise in a way identical
to the successive integration cycles illustrated in Appendix D.2. If we assume that
each reset noise contribution is statistically independent, then the total equivalent
























Figure 4-10: The equivalent circuit diagram of the reset phase of the converter is shown.




In order to calculate the overall precision of the converter as defined by the quantiza-
tion error and the thermal noise of the pre-amplifier, gain/latch stage, the integrating
currents, and reset phase, we sum the energy of all the temporal noises and compare
it to the energy of the full-scale signal, 4Tclk. To calculate the SNR of our converter,
we must assume that the input signal is a full-scale sinusoid at a frequency below the
Nyquist-rate, as shown in (4.19).
2Tclk sin(ωt) where ω ≤ 2pifsamp (4.19)
We can then compare the energy of this full-scale input signal to the sum of the





2dt = 2T 2clk. (4.20)
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Therefore, the maximum SNR of our system is defined as
10log10
2T 2clk










The absolute and relative noise contribution from each source is summarized in Table
4.1. For the integration noise, we evaluated the worst-case scenario where the input
current is at its full-scale value of 4IREF . The band-limiting capacitance in the pre-
amplifier, Cp, is dominated by the poly resistor’s parasitic capacitance to substrate,
which we calculated to be approximately 200fF. Figure 4-11 shows our model’s pre-
diction on the SNR upper bounds set by each noise source for various current levels.
Our converter was designed for 13 bits of quantization, and as a result, the quanti-
zation error places an upper limit of 80dB. For IREF = 10µA and IBIAS2 = 4µA, the
pre-amplifier noise dominates all other noise sources for most values of IBIAS.
Table 4.1: Summary of noise contributions for high performance ADC (Theory)
Quantization Pre-Amplifier Gain/Latch Integration Reset
Tclk = 0.5µsec IBIAS = 5µA IBIAS2 = 4µA IREF = 10µA
Parameters Rp = 300kΩ CL = 1pF IIN = 40µA
Cp = 200fF Ci = 22pF
Temporal Noise 0.071nsec 0.215nsec 0.174nsec 0.138nsec 0.068nsec
Equivalent SNR 80.0dB 70.3dB 72.2dB 74.2dB 80.35dB
ENOB 13 11.39 11.70 12.03 13.05
Effective Number of Bits
As we did in Section 4.2.2, let us assume for a moment that quantization error is the
only source of noise in our converter. Then we can compute the maximum achievable








Figure 4-11: For the noise models presented in Section 4.2.3, we swept IREF for the inte-
gration and reset noises, IBIAS for the pre-amplifier’s noise, and IBIAS2 for the gain/latch
noise and calculated their respective SNR limitations. For N = 13 bits, the quantization
error places an upper bound of 80dB. For IREF = 10µA (74.2dB) and IBIAS2 = 4µA
(72.2dB), the pre-amplifier noise dominates the total noise in our converter for almost all
IBIAS levels.
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Combining (4.1) with (4.22), we can show that
SNR(dB) ≈ 6.02N + 1.76. (4.23)
Inversely, we can compute the Effective Number of Bits (ENOB) given a measurement





In essence, the ENOB formula treats all sources of noise as a single source of quanti-
zation error. This is a useful tool in estimating the dynamic precision of a converter.
4.3 Experimental Results
We fabricated our converter in the MOSIS TSMC 0.35µm mixed-signal process. We
explored different integrating capacitor sizes as well as different comparator and state-
machine topologies. The converter that proved to be the optimal configuration con-
sumes approximately 0.45mm2 and is shown in 4-12. The design was not optimized
for area, but improvements to layout of the digital circuitry and capacitors can poten-
tially cut the area in half. The optimal configuration included the 1 + ε modification
for the entire conversion cycle.
4.3.1 Static and Dynamic Performance Results
The overall experimental results are summarized in Table 4.2. For our static mea-
surements, the input was swept from 1µA to 40µA with the reference current held at
10µA. The limited dynamic range can be attributed to an intentional offset current of
1µA in the input stage. Figure 4-13 shows the Integral Nonlinearity (INL) and Dif-
ferential Nonlinearity (DNL) with respect to 12 bits. For our dynamic measurements,
we used 4000 samples of a 1kHz sinusoidal input sampled at 31.25kHz to perform a
Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT). The resulting Power Spectral Density (PSD), which
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Figure 4-12: The chip was fabricated on a MOSIS TSMC 0.35µm process. The area of
interest is 500µm by 900µm.
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is shown in Figure 4-14, shows an SNR of approximately 69dB. In addition, Figure
4-15 shows the experimental measurements of the ENOB for various input frequencies
ranging from 1kHz to 15kHz.
These experimental results yield an efficiency of 1.17pJ per quantization level.
The second harmonic limited our Spurious-Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) to 63dB due
to dynamic limitations of the off-chip V-to-I converter used in our implementation.
Figure 4-16 shows the PSD of a 1kHz sinusoid signal that was generated with the
experimentally measured V-to-I transfer curve of our off-chip V-to-I converter and
shows that the second order harmonic peaks at approximately 63dB.1 For future
iterations, we plan on implementing a wide-linear-range transconductance amplifier as
our V-to-I converter using techniques described in [44] to achieve sufficient bandwidth
and dynamic range while consuming minimal power. Using (4.24), we calculate that
for an SNR of 69dB, the ENOB is approximately 11 bits.
4.3.2 Validating Our Noise Models
Using (4.21) with the parameters from Section 4.1, our noise model predicts an SNR of
66.8dB, which is close to our experimental measurement of 69dB. However, we wanted
to take a closer look at our noise models for the pre-amplifier and gain/latch stage.
Therefore, we varied both the pre-amplifier’s bias current, IBIAS, and the gain/latch
stage’s bias current, IBIAS2, and measured the SNR for a full-scale sinusoidal input
current. Figure 4-17 compares our SNR noise model with the experimental measure-
ments over the IBIAS and IBIAS2 matrix. Our model appears to follow the behavior
of the converter over the entire spectrum. Note that the SNR noise model includes a
fixed integration and reset noise source for IREF = 10µA and quantization error for
N = 13 bits.
Figure 4-18 shows the experimental SNR measurements for different values of
IBIAS with IBIAS2 fixed at 4µA. The experimental values follow our noise model
over almost 2 orders of magnitude. Conversely, Figure 4-19 shows the experimental
1The higher noise floor in the V-to-I PSD is attributed to the limitations of the device used to
measure the V-to-I transfer curve and does not reflect the noise of the system.
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Table 4.2: Summary of experimental results for high performance ADC
Performance Metric Value





Input Current Range 1µA to 40µA




INL ≤ ±1.4 LSB [12 bits] typical








Energy per Quantization Level 1.17pJ
Active Area 0.45mm2
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Figure 4-13: The INL was obtained using a least-squared-error approximation.
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Figure 4-14: For a full-scale sinusoidal input at 1kHz, the SNR is 69dB while the second
harmonic limits the SFDR to 63dB.
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Figure 4-15: A full-scale sinusoidal input was swept from 1kHz to 15kHz, and the resulting
ENOBs are shown.
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Figure 4-16: A full-scale sinusoidal input at 1kHz was generated from an experimentally
measured V-to-I transfer curve. The resulting PSD shows that the second harmonic peaks
at approximately 63dB.
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SNR measurements for different values of IBIAS2 with IBIAS fixed at 5µA. Although
our model is not as accurate for the gain/latch stage, the overall behavior of the
experimental data appears to match our model over 1.5 orders of magnitude. The
noise model flattens out around 67dB due to the noise floor set by the pre-amplifier.
Figure 4-17: The experimental SNR measurements (grid-plane) follows the behavior of
our SNR noise model (solid-plane) for the matrix of IBIAS and IBIAS2 values. The model
includes a fixed integration noise source for IREF = 10µA, quantization error for N = 13
bits, and reset noise.
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Figure 4-18: The experimental SNR measurements (markers) closely follow our theoretical
model’s prediction (solid line). For our noise model, we included a fixed gain/latch stage
noise source modeled with IBIAS2 = 4µA and a fixed integration noise modeled with IREF =
10µA and IIN = 40µA.
Figure 4-19: The experimental SNR measurements (markers) roughly follow our theoretical
model’s prediction (solid line). For our noise model, we included a fixed pre-amplifier noise
source modeled with IBIAS2 = 5µA and a fixed integration noise modeled with IREF = 10µA




A Sub-Microwatt Audio Converter
In Chapter 4, we explored a 12 bit, 33kHz, 75µW, thermal-noise-limited implemen-
tation of our algorithm. We were able to demonstrate energy-efficient operation of a
69dB SNR A/D converter. Unfortunately, we paid a significant price in power con-
sumption to achieve high SNR performance. The pre-amplifier and gain/latch stage
required significant bias currents, and the reference current, along with the integrat-
ing capacitors, had to be fairly large. Furthermore, we had to pay close attention
to the timings of the state-machine transitions and the control signals that were
passed onto the analog switch network. And while an energy-efficiency of 1.12pJ per
quantization-level is extremely low, there exist applications that would benefit from
an even more energy-efficient converter. Systems such as wireless sensor networks
and wireless medical devices require low precision, moderate speed converters that
consume very little power. As a result, there has been more focus lately on converters
that meet this criteria. Section 5.4 presents a list of recently published converters that
explore this spectrum.
In this chapter, we present a sub-microwatt 8 bit audio converter where we at-
tempted to maximize its energy-efficiency. In effect, we were able to reduce power
consumption drastically by eliminating many elements that were required for the high
precision converter. Furthermore, we were able to reduce the bias and integrating cur-
rents and capacitors significantly due to the lower precision constraint.
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5.1 Design and Implementation
We tailored our design of the converter around the MOSIS TSMC 0.18µm mixed-
signal process. This technology has low device threshold voltages of approximately
0.50V for both PMOS and NMOS devices. Since we were targeting a much lower
precision of 8 bits, we did not require as much dynamic range in our analog com-
ponents. Therefore, we were able to reduce the analog voltage supply to 1.2V while
maintaining all of our devices in saturation. Furthermore, the digital components
required less stringent timing specifications. Therefore, the gate delays incurred by
reducing the digital voltage supply to 0.75V were insignificant.
Two analog components of the 12 bit converter consumed the most significant
amount of power (the comparator and the integrating current source), and we focused
on reducing these.
5.1.1 Asynchronous Comparator
In order to save additional power, we used the gain/latch stage presented in Section
4.1.1 as a single-stage asynchronous comparator. Shown in Figure 5-1, the comparator
has a few minor modifications from the original gain/latch stage. We eliminated the
switch transistor,M15, from the original design. With a very small sub-threshold bias
current, the short circuit path created by the disable transistor, M12, and current
mirror transistor, M10, can be ignored. Therefore, the power-savings from M15
disabling this short-circuit path is insignificant, and M15 is no longer needed. We
also eliminated the explicit 1pF capacitor at the output node, Dout. Instead, the
load capacitor, CL, is defined as the input capacitance to the inverter at the front-
end of the pulse-width control circuit. In addition, the wide-output current mirror
stage is tied to the digital voltage supply, DVDD, to minimize the power consumption
during the latching, high-current phase of the comparison. The same pulse-width
control mechanism shown in Figure 4-4 was used with slightly different device sizes
to accommodate for the smaller technology.
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Figure 5-1: The low-power ADC uses a wide-output swing OTA with positive feedback
and staggered rails as a single-stage comparator.
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5.1.2 State-Machine
The number of iterative states in the state-machine was reduced from 6 to 3 states by
eliminating the states required for the capacitor mismatch reduction method described
in Section C. The tracking of the positive-index and negative-index phases was done
in the registers. In addition, compared to the high precision design, we drastically
reduced the number of gates in a control signal’s path by eliminating buffers that
were used to match their timings. However, we still used the matched-logic switching
technique presented in Section 4.1.4. Furthermore, we used a modified version of the
D flip-flop presented in [45] and is shown in Figure 5-2. An AND gate was added to
ensure true edge-triggered behavior. This true single-phase flip-flop has 50 percent
fewer gates than then the one presented in Section 4.1.4 and as a result, consumes
significantly less power.
Figure 5-2: A low-power true single-phase edge-triggered D flip-flop was used both in
the state-machine and the register. This flip-flop has a maximum number of 4 stacked
transistors as opposed to 5 in the original flip-flop. In addition, it has 50 percent fewer
gates.
5.2 Noise Analysis
The noise analysis for our 8 bit converter is similar to the analysis done for our high
performance converter in Section 4.2. We need to quantify the noise contributions
from the comparator, integrating currents, quantization error, and reset phase. For
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8 bits of precision, jitter in the digital control signals induced by power-supply noise
should not be a concern, even for power supply voltages below 1V. Also, we will show
that reset noise does not factor into the overall precision, even for a low integration
capacitor size of 500fF. Instead, if designed properly, the overall precision of the
converter should be determined by the white noise from the integration currents
and/or the thermal noise of the comparator.
5.2.1 Quantization Error
The converter was designed for 8 bits of precision with an extra bit reserved for error
correction. Therefore, using (4.2), we can compute the energy of the quantization
error for 9 bits to be (2.26nsec)2.
5.2.2 Comparator Noise
Although the single stage comparator described in Section 5.1.1 and shown in Figure
5-1 is virtually identical to the gain/latch stage in Section 4.1.1, it requires a slightly
different noise analysis. The inverter tied to the output of the comparator has a very
low threshold around 0.4V due to the low digital power supply of 0.75V. Since the
positive feedback transistor, M11, has a threshold voltage around 0.5V, the com-
parator will trigger the inverter before transistor M11 has an opportunity to inject
significant current to the output node. Consequently, we can analyze the comparator
noise in a manner similar to the pre-amplifier’s noise analysis in Section 4.2.3. The
positive feedback transistor simply reduces the short circuit current through the out-
put inverter by increasing the speed at which the output node transitions through
the inverter’s linear region.
We will first need to calculate the total input-referred noise, VNZ,comp, in order to
derive the equivalent temporal noise. Using the transistor noise model from (4.3), we
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find that















≈ 10kTγ (gm3,4 + gm5,6 + gm7,8 + gm9,10) (go8 + go10)
3g2m3,4CL
. (5.1)
Once again, the factors of 1/2pi and pi/2 account for a low-pass single-pole integration,
the factor of 2 accounts for both halves of the comparator, and the 5/3 coefficient
arises from the geometric sum of the diminishing contribution of successive stages.
We can derive the equivalent temporal noise energy, T 2NZ,comp, by dividing (5.1) by
the square of the input slope, as shown in (5.2).















Note that we can lump the mirror transistors together, i.e., M5 and M6 with M7
and M8. If we assume that all transistors are operating in sub-threshold, all of the
transconductance terms are equal, and (5.2) can be reduced even further to





Using both (4.4) and (4.10) with a DC bias current of IBIAS/2, we can show that
T 2NZ,comp =





which is independent of IBIAS.
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5.2.3 Integration Noise
The integration noise model in Section 4.2.3 assumes that the MOSFETs in the
integrating currents paths are operating well above threshold. However, in our low-
power converter, both the input and reference current sources are operating in sub-
threshold. Therefore, the equation for the total voltage noise energy, V 2NZ,int, needs















































For Tclk = 1µsec and a reference current of 80nA, the temporal noise is approximately
6.2nsec.
5.2.4 Reset Noise
Using the same reset noise formula from Section 4.2.3, we calculate that the temporal
noise for an integration current of 80nA and capacitor of 500fF is 1.28nsec. This
equates to an SNR of approximately 60.9dB for a 1µsec clock cycle, or an ENOB of
9.82 bits. Reset noise should not be a contributing factor in determining the overall
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precision of the 8 bit converter.
5.2.5 Total Noise
If we combine the temporal noise energies from the quantization error, integration
currents, and comparator, we can predict the maximum achievable SNR as a function
of the different circuit parameters. Combining (5.2) with (5.7), the quantization error,
and reset noise, the SNR for a full-scale input of 4Tclk is bound by
SNRmax = 10log10
2T 2clk








Table 5.1 summarizes the temporal noise contribution from each noise source for
the given circuit parameters. Figure 5-3 shows the bounds on the SNR set by each
noise source for various current levels. Using (5.10), we calculate that the maximum
achievable SNR for the parameters in Table 5.1 is 45.9dB.
Table 5.1: Summary of noise contributions for low-power ADC (Theory)
Quantization Comparator Integration Reset
Tclk = 1µsec IBIAS = 100nA IREF = 80nA
Parameters CL = 5nF IIN = 320nA
Ci = 500fF
Temporal Noise 2.26nsec 2.51nsec 6.20nsec 1.28nsec
Equivalent SNR 55.9dB 55.0dB 47.2dB 60.9dB
ENOB 9 8.85 7.54 9.82
5.3 Experimental Results
We implemented our sub-microwatt design in the MOSIS TSMC 0.18µm mixed-signal
technology. A die photo of the VLSI implementation is shown in Figure 5-4. The
layout includes six complete converters where we varied the integrating capacitor
sizes and explored different V-to-I topologies. In the figure, the converter of interest
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Figure 5-3: Using the sub-threshold integration noise model, we calculated the SNR for
various values of IREF . For the comparator noise model in Section 5.2.2, we swept IBIAS
and calculated its SNR. For N = 9 bits, the quantization error places an upper bound of
55.9dB.
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is highlighted with its separate components labeled. All six converters share the same
set of registers, and therefore, the layout is not optimized for area. Nevertheless, the
converter of interest only consumes an area of 130nm by 160nm. A layout for a single
converter can be optimized to consume even less area.
The experimental results are summarized in Table 5.2. Compared to the high
performance converter presented in Section 4, this converter consumes significantly
less power at 960nW. The state-machine was configured to perform the 1+ε algorithm
on the first three bits past the first two MSBs. Consequently, the conversion time
averaged to approximately 22 clock cycles. For our static measurements, we swept
the input current from 10nA to 320nA with a reference current of 80nA. The limited
dynamic range can be attributed to a 10nA offset current in the input stage. The
INL and DNL data with respect to 8 bits are presented in Figure 5-5. The INL
is bound by ±1 LSB’s while the DNL is limited to ±0.8 LSB’s. For our dynamic
measurements, we sampled a full-scale 3kHz sinusoidal input at 45kHz to obtain 512
sample points. We then performed an FFT analysis to obtain the PSD presented in
Figure 5-6. Using (4.24), the SNR of 46dB translates to an ENOB of 7.4 bits. The
SFDR is limited to 51dB by the second harmonic. Furthermore, Figure 5-7 shows the
experimental measurements of the ENOB for various input frequencies ranging from
1kHz to 20kHz.
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Figure 5-4: The chip was fabricated on the MOSIS TSMC 0.18µm process. The area of
interest is 130µm by 160µm.
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Table 5.2: Summary of experimental results for low-power ADC
Performance Metric Value





Input Current Range 10nA to 320nA




INL ≤ ±1.0 LSB [8 bits] typical








Energy per Quantization Level 0.12pJ
Active Area 0.021mm2
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Figure 5-5: The INL was obtained using a least-squared-error approximation.
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Figure 5-6: For a full-scale sinusoidal input at 3kHz, the SNR is 47dB while the second
harmonic limits the SFDR to 51dB.
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Figure 5-7: A full-scale sinusoidal input was swept from 1kHz to 20kHz, and the resulting
ENOBs are shown.
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5.4 Comparing Energy-Efficient A/D Converters
The performance specifications such as sampling rate, precision, and power consump-
tion can vary widely among A/D converters. For obvious reasons, each converter’s
design is optimized for different needs; some designs stress high SNR performance
while others pay close attention to total power consumption. In this section, we will
focus on comparing energy-efficient converters, i.e., converters with moderate or high
precision with moderate sampling rates that consume very low power. However, even
among this specific class of converters, the performance metrics can vary enough such
that it’s often practical to utilize a normalized performance metric that combines all
three of these parameters. First introduced in Chapter 1, (5.11) is commonly referred





We refer to the inverse of (5.11) as En, the energy-per-quantization-level and is shown
in (5.12). Essentially, En demonstrates the overall efficiency of an A/D or D/A






In Section 4, we presented a 12 bit converter that attempted to maximize precision
while maintaining low total power consumption. Using the thermal noise-limited
ENOB of 11 bits, the En for this converter is 1.17pJ/State. In Section 5.1, we
presented a moderate precision converter that consumes less than 1µW. Using it’s
thermal noise-limited ENOB of 7.4 bits, we calculate that En is 0.12pJ/State. We
compare our converters to some of the latest, most energy-efficient converters reported
in Table 5.3.
Our low-power converter’s 0.12pJ/State is the lowest En ever reported. In addi-
tion, the converter requires 20pJ per conversion as opposed to 31pJ per conversion















































































































































































































































































0.021mm2. All of the converters listed in Table 5.3 are either successive-approximation
[24] [23], Σ∆ [30] [47], or a combination of Σ∆ and algorithmic architectures [48]. In
order to obtain a better understanding of the trend towards energy-efficient A/D
converters, we surveyed over ninety converters published in the IEEE Journal of
Solid-State Circuits and IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference from
year 2001 through 2005.
Figure 5-8 shows a plot of the FOM versus the bandwidth of the converters. The
solid red line in the figure represents the least-squared-error approximation of the
FOM versus bandwidth in the logarithmic domain. The regression analysis reveals
a trend that higher-speed converters are less energy-efficient.
Figure 5-8: A survey of 92 A/D converters from the IEEE Journal of Solid-State Circuits
and IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference from 2001 to 2005 is shown. A
plot of the FOM vs. bandwidth indicates that lower speed often equates to better energy-
efficiency. The solid line represents a linear least-squared-error approximation between
FOM and bandwidth in the log domain.
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5.5 Scaling to 90nm Technology
In our converter, the analog power consumption will not scale well at these power lev-
els, but the digital power consumption should scale well with technology. Therefore,
since two-thirds of the total power consumption is digital, the overall power consump-
tion should scale fairly well. Simulations in 90nm technology show that the digital
power consumption scales from 600nW to 350nW.1 Furthermore, since the threshold
voltages are lower at 400mV, the analog power supply can be reduced from 1.2V to
1.0V, reducing the analog power consumption to 300nW. Thus, the total simulated
power consumption is approximately 650nW for the same precision and sampling rate
as our 8 bit audio converter. If we assume that only the digital subsystem scales with
technology, the entire A/D converter will take approximately 0.008mm2 in area.






We have presented a completely novel method for performing analog-to-digital con-
version that uses time as an intermediate signal variable as opposed to current or
voltage. And unlike and other previously reported time-based converters, our algo-
rithm is the first to trade off time and precision in a linear fashion. We have shown
two different implementations that illustrate energy-efficient operation. And further
improvements to the algorithm and design of the analog and digital blocks can im-
prove the efficiency even more. For instance, in the design of the pre-amplifier in
the high precision converter, we can improve its noise performance by increasing the
gm/I ratio. We can also increase the sampling rate by implementing a conditional
1 + ε algorithm and reduce power consumption by turning down the bias current of
the comparator when it is not needed. These techniques, along with others, can be
used to push its energy-efficiency even lower.
However, there exists other natural directions for our research. We can explore
specific applications where our converter possesses a inherent advantage over other
techniques. We will briefly discuss two areas where we believe our algorithm can
provide a unique advantage: Time-to-digital conversion and digitization of polynomial
coefficients. We will also describe possible immediate applications for our work.
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Figure 6-1: The basic approach to time-to-digital conversion using our time-based algo-
rithm is shown. The reference currents and capacitors in ADC1 and ADC2 do not need to
match.
6.1 Time-to-Digital Conversion
Our algorithm utilizes time as a signal variable, so it’s only natural to explore time-to-
digital conversion as a potential application. Areas such as laser-based range-finders,
global-positioning-satellite (GPS) devices, and positron emission topography (PET)
systems all require time-to-digital converters. And recent publications indicate the
growing need for energy-efficient TDCs [49] [50] [51]. However, most TDCs utilize
inefficient conversion techniques such as dual-slope [52], Vernier delay-line [53], or a
combination of a latter architecture with a flash-based converter [51]. Using two of
our converters in parallel, we can construct an energy-efficient asynchronous TDC
that can detect sub-nanosecond time-intervals in a single measurement. Figure 6-1
illustrates the basic principle behind the construction of a TDC using our architecture.
ADC1 digitizes the time interval between the start pulse and the following clock edge,
and ADC2 digitizes the time interval between the stop pulse and its following clock
edge. Then the time interval of interest, Tin, can be obtained by simply subtracting
the final outputs of the two ADCs. If Tin is greater than one clock cycle, a simple
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counter can be utilized to keep track of “over-ranging” conditions. And if we need to
digitize synchronous time intervals, only a single converter is required. A prototype
TDC has yet to be developed, but considering the simplicity of our ADC architecture
and the ease in which it can be modified to perform time-to-digital conversion, it
has the potential to become one of the world’s most energy-efficient time-to-digital
converters.
6.2 Computational A/D’s for Polynomial Functions
Another potential application for our algorithm is the computation and digitiza-
tion of polynomial functions in a sequential Taylor-series fashion: We can perform
a “translinear” type calculation on timing variables in order to quantize successive
terms of anM th order polynomial function. Figure 6-2 illustrates the principle behind
the time-multiplication process. ADC1 quantizes the first timing variable, Tx1, in the







ADC2, however, begins integrating IIN at the end of the second comparator output
of ADC1 such that it digitizes the timing interval, Tx2. The reason for beginning the
integration process of ADC2 here instead of immediately after the first clock cycle
is that the Time-to-Voltage and Voltage-to-Time process eliminates the comparator
delays and charge-injection errors and because it references Tx1 to a following instead
of preceding clock edge. Specifically, Tx1 labeled in ADC1 is identical to Tx1 labeled

















The same analysis can be performed on the successive ADCs such that we can derive









The weighting of each order of the polynomial can be adjusted by changing the
reference current for that converter. For instance, if the reference current in ADC2 is










While we have not implemented such computational A/D’s, our scheme appears
to show promise because of its simplicity.
Figure 6-2: Each converter in the chain digitizes the coefficient for that order of the
polynomial. The example shown above simply computes (IIN/IREF )m, but varying the
reference current per successive converter can result in non-unity coefficient digitization.
6.3 Possible Immediate Applications of this Work
The precision and bandwidth requirements on A/D converters for most biomedical
applications are rather modest. While electrocardiography (ECG) and electroen-
cephalography (EEG) systems may require small minimum detectable signals (1µV
and 0.3µV, respectively), the necessary dynamic range in a linear system corresponds
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to 8 bits, and the bandwidth requirements range from 100Hz to 500Hz [54]. The
converter utilized in the acquisition of cardiac signals in implantable pacemakers re-
quires only 8 bits of precision at a bandwidth of 250Hz [55]. Pulse-oximetry systems
require 7 bits of precision and 100Hz of bandwidth to digitize their outputs if ana-
log preprocessing is used [56]. Our 8 bit audio converter appears to be the most
energy-efficient converter reported to date, and therefore, it could be quite useful in
these biomedical applications where high speed and high precision are not required,
but where energy-efficiency is paramount. Sensor networks have similar requirements
and would also benefit [24]. When combined with a microphone front-end and au-
tomatic gain control (AGC) [57], our 12 bit converter could be used in low-power




Dual-Slope vs. Our Converter: A
Comparison in Efficiency
Using the same analog circuit parameters from our A/D architecture, we can estimate
the total power consumption of a dual-slope architecture for the same sampling rate
and precision. For instance, the two integrating current levels and the two different
comparator topologies satisfy the thermal noise requirements for the 8 and 12 bit
architectures, respectively. Therefore, for the same precision levels and sampling
rates, the digital power consumption will increase due to the exponentially faster
clock frequency that would be required for the equivalent dual-slope architecture.
Specifically, a dual-slope architecture will require a clock that is 2N+1/βN faster
where β is defined as the number of clock cycles required per successive bit in our
converter.








where CL,DS is defined as the total effective load capacitance of the digital subsystem.
We can approximate CL,DS as the total gate capacitance of two LSB registers.
1
The total effective load capacitance of our converter can be approximated as the
1The first two LSB registers are comprised of a single register clocked at the maximum frequency
plus the geometric summation of the higher order registers.
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total gate capacitance of three LSB registers.2. Therefore, using the fact that fclk,DS










where PDIGITAL is the total digital power of our converter.
For 12 bits of precision and β = 5.3,3 PDIGITAL,DS is approximately 86 times
greater than PDIGITAL. Consequently, the total power consumption of a dual-slope
converter with the same sampling rate and precision is 1.4mW (60mW [Analog] +
1.3mW [Digital]). This is approximately 19 times greater than 75µW, the total power
consumption of our 12 bit converter.
For 8 bits of precision and β = 2.7,4 PDIGITAL,DS is approximately 16 times
greater than PDIGITAL. Thus, the total power consumption of the equivalent dual-
slope converter is 9.4µW (360nW [Analog] + 9µW [Digital]) which is approximately
10 times greater than 960nW, the total power consumption of our 8 bit converter.
2Once again, the first two LSB registers are comprised of a single register clocked at the maximum
frequency plus the geometric summation of the higher order registers. The extra LSB register in our
converter is attributed to our more complex state-machine being clocked at the maximum frequency.
3The conversion time is equal to 64 clock cycles in our 12 bit converter.
4The conversion time is equal to 22 clock cycles in our 8 bit converter.
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Appendix B
An Analysis of Voltage vs. Time
Amplification
A basic assumption we have made throughout this thesis is that time amplification
is inherently more energy-efficient than voltage amplification. This assumption is
based on the simple fact that we are utilizing a single device worth of noise whereas
an amplifier usually has at least four devices worth of noise. In this section, we will
present a more rigorous analysis comparing the energy-efficiency of time amplification
versus voltage amplification.
In order to validate our claim, we must first establish a metric that fairly compares
the performance of the two amplification methods. In Chapter 5, we introduced
a figure of merit for A/D converters that incorporated the sampling rate (fsamp),





Equation (B.1) is similar to the FOM presented in Chapter 5 except that we use
22N for the precision to reflect the thermal-noise-limiting aspect of the converter. In
addition, the sampling rate is determined by the time required for a single amplifi-
cation phase, and the power is dominated by the integration current.1 For a voltage
1We are assuming that the majority of the power budget is reserved for the integrating current
source.
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Figure B-1: A standard five transistor OTA is shown in a negative-feedback unity-gain
Gm-C filter topology.
amplifier, we introduce an equivalent metric defined as FOMamp,v that incorporates
the gain/bandwidth product (GBW ), dynamic range (DR), and power consumption





In our analysis, we will compare our time amplification method to a negative-
feedback unity-gain Gm-C filter topology that utilizes a simple five transistor OTA





where VL is the linear range and Vnz is the input referred noise. If we define IBIAS
as the OTA’s bias current, M as the number of noise sources, and CL as the output






The gain/bandwidth product for a gain of two amplifier can be approximated by the





Since the power consumption of the OTA is IBIASVDD, we can use (B.4) and (B.5)




For the time amplification process, the analysis for deriving FOMamp,t is straight-
forward. In Section 4.2.3, we introduced the current noise model for a MOSFET. If
we assume that the current source MOSFET is operating in subthreshold, the current
noise squared per unit bandwidth shown in (4.3) simplifies to
2qIREF∆f, (B.7)
where IREF is the integration current. If Tref is the integration time for current IREF ,





For a temporal gain of two, we integrate the current two times,2 and consequently, the
square of the total noise of the system is 2qIREF/Tref . Therefore, the ratio of I
2
REF






Using (B.9) and the fact that the sampling rate of the time amplification system is
at most 1/2Tref and that the power consumption is IREFVDD, FOMamp,v simplifies
2We have assumed two integration cycles instead of the standard three since the third cycle is






Therefore, we can see that our time amplification method is approximately 3 times
more energy-efficient than the equivalent voltage amplification method that uses a 5





Let us define the following capacitances:
C1 = C
C2 = C +∆C (C.1)
During the MSB stage, we integrate the input current with C1 and the reference









Tref =MTclk + Tres ∀ M ∈ [0, 4). (C.3)
Equation (C.3) is simply the quantification of the residue subtraction routine inherent
to the algorithm. At this point in time, we are free to use either C1 or C2 for the
successive Time-to-Voltage conversion.
If we use C1, the Time-to-Voltage conversion has a gain term of IREF/C, whereas
the Voltage-to-Time conversion uses C2 and has a gain term of (C+∆C)/IREF . Thus,
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' ((1−M)Tclk − 2Tres) ∆C
C
. (C.5)
If instead of C1 we use C2 for the Time-to-Voltage conversion, the order of the gain









By comparing (C.5) and (C.7), we can show that the capacitor-alternating scheme is
less prone to capacitor mismatch errors. Basically, we can demonstrate that
|G12| < |G21|. (C.8)





(1−M)Tclk − 2Tres . (C.9)
For reasonable values of ∆C/C, we can see that G12 will always be less than G21 for all
values ofM ∈ [0, 4) and Tres ∈ [0, Tclk). In other words, as long as we have reasonable





D.1 Diminishing Contribution of Noise from the
Comparator
Let us define x to be the total output noise of the comparator. In a manner similar
to a successive sub-ranging converter, comparator noise is added before each gain
stage in the cascaded set of amplifiers, as show in Figure D-1. The noise in each
successive sub-ranging stage is added twice while it is added only once in the MSB
stage: this is due to the fact that the MSB stage utilizes the comparator only once
whereas the successive stages utilize the comparator twice. In order to calculate the
total input-referred noise of the converter, we divide the noise at each point by the
total gain up to that point. Since the gain of each successive stage is fixed at 2, the




























as N approaches ∞.
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Figure D-1: Comparator noise, x, is added to our system after each gain stage. Since we
use the comparator once during the MSB stage and twice during the successive stages, x is
weighted appropriately.
D.2 Integration Noise Derivation
Using our current noise model in (4.3), we can define the voltage noise due to white
noise in an integrating current, Ii, as













Since each current integration process is statistically independent, the total voltage
noise variance due to the current integration in the MSB stage is ∆V 2NZ,in+∆V
2
NZ,ref .
The integration time for the input current is fixed at Tclk such that the bandwidth is
approximately 1/(2Tclk). The integration time for the reference current is a function
of the input and is defined as Tref , and the bandwidth is accordingly 1/(2Tref ).






(gminTclk + gmrefTref ) (D.4)
where gmin is the transconductance of the input current source transistor and gmref
is the transconductance of the reference current source transistor. Since Tref is a
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During each successive stage, we integrate the reference current three times.





for some residual time, Tres. For simplicity, we can approximate that Tres will on
average be 3Tclk/2 if we always use the 1 + ε algorithm for the Voltage-to-Time








As we showed in Appendix D.1, the noise after a successive stage needs to be divided
by the total gain up to that stage in order to calculate the input-referred noise.






























= ∆V 2NZ,res (D.9)
as N approaches ∞. Thus, we compute that the total input-referred voltage noise
variance due to the successive stages is simply bounded by (D.7). Therefore, the total
1For the low-power 8 bit converter, we implement the 1+ε algorithm only for the 3 bits following
the 2 MSBs. Even so, using this approximation for the remaining LSB cycles is still a good estimate
because their contribution to the overall precision is very small.
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Each voltage noise source translates to temporal noise by the “gain” of the integration
rate, IREF/Ci. Therefore, the total temporal noise due to all integration cycles is














For the 12 bit converter, the reference and input current source transistors are op-
erating above-threshold. Therefore, if the input current is at its full-scale value of
4IREF , gmin =
√
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